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We acknowledge that the people of the 

Anaiwan, Biripi, Bundjalung, Dunghutti, 

Githabul, Gumbaynggirr and Yaegl

nations hold a significant connection to 

the lands upon which the North Coast 

Regional Water Strategy falls

Acknowledgement of Country



What will be covered today
• The NSW Regional Water Strategy 

Program

• Initial climate modelling results

• Overview of the Draft North Coast 
Regional Water Strategy

• Next steps and Q&A
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• The NSW Government 
is preparing 12 strategies across 
regional NSW

• 20-year strategies with 
regular review

• Identify current and future regional 
water security challenges

What are regional water strategies
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How do regional water strategies differ to 
other water plans

Water Sharing Plans:
• Catchment-based statutory instruments:

• set out water sharing arrangements
• define environmental water allowances
• are reviewed and remade every 10 years

Local water utility strategies and plans
• E.g. Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategies 

Regional Water Strategies:
• Region-based long-term (40 year focus) strategic plans

• Direction for future water management and local water utility planning

• May trigger water sharing plans amendments
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Vision:
Support the delivery of healthy, 
reliable and resilient water resources 
for a liveable and prosperous 
regions
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Public 
consultation

Identify 
opportunities 

and 
challenges

Understand
future water 

needs

Identify 
long list of 

options

Assess and 
prioritise
options

Implement and 
review

Local 
knowledge 
and new 

information

Draft Regional Water Strategy Final Regional Water Strategy

Approach to developing regional water strategies
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• We can't change today's climate or the basic hydrology                                                     
of our river and groundwater systems.

• But we can be prepared by changing:

Region wide options 

Infrastructure
How we manage 

& operate the 
system

Water use and 
water user 
behaviour
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Approach to developing regional water strategies

Identify 
opportunities 

and challenges

Understand
future water 

needs

Identify 
long list of 

options

Assess and 
prioritise
options

Implement and 
review

Integrate 
existing 

initiatives with 
new solutions

Draft Regional Water Strategy Final Regional Water Strategy
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• In addition to the recorded data, the 
new method has been informed by:

• Climate drivers
• Paleoclimate data
• Climate change projections

• The method has been peer reviewed 
by an expert panel convened by the 
NSW Chief Scientist and Engineer

• The NSW Government has 
invested in new climate 
datasets and improved 
modelling to gain a more 
sophisticated understanding of 
the region’s natural climate 
variability and risks of climate 
change over the next 40+ years.

Better understanding the region’s climate



Climate modelling and steps

We have used the most conservative (driest) results.
This will stress test the water system and 
understand the worst-case climate scenario.
The scenarios in these models may not eventuate.
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• We have used the most 
conservative (driest) climate 
change scenario (from NARCliM).

• This will stress test the water 
system and help us understand 
the worst-case climate scenario.

• The scenarios in these models 
may not eventuate. But it helps 
us be prepared.

Climate modelling
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Climate change projections
• Annual average rainfall may 

decrease by around 5%

• most dramatic decreases 
likely for winter

• Evapotranspiration – likely to 
increase by 5 to 6 percent for 
most months

• Higher temperatures, more hot 
days and increases in hot spells 



Clarence:
• Average monthly flows ~20% lower in spring

• Largest decrease in winter (~30%)

Hastings:

• Average monthly flows ~17% lower in spring

• Significant increase in autumn flows possible

Impact on streamflow



Impact on streamflow
• Total annual flow may reduce by a median of 24%

• Largest median reduction predicted for Macleay 
catchment (42%)

• Smallest median reduction predicted for 
Hastings and Bellinger –Coffs Harbour 
catchments (19%)

• Reductions would impact the full range of flows

• Cease to flow events may occur more often, but the 
average duration is unlikely to change significantly



The focus of the draft long-list of options 
is to:

• Maintain and diversify water supplies

• Protect and enhance natural systems

• Support water use efficiency 

and conservation

• Improve Aboriginal people’s access 

to water and cultural water rights

How can we be prepared?



What we heard so far
• Most local councils consider their town 

water supply secure, even with projected 
population growth. 

• Conditions of 2018/19 showed some town 
water supplies are vulnerable to extended 
dry periods.

• Actions have already been taken to reuse 
treated wastewater for non-potable 
demands as well as for intensive 
horticulture

• Town water supplies are also used by rural 
customers, which can be a burden during 
extended dry periods

Water for regional towns and communities



Challenges

• Region is vulnerable to extended dry periods

• Limited opportunities for inter-connections 
across catchments 

• Region is susceptible to sea level rise impacts

Options

• Diversify town water sources

• Improved understanding of groundwater 
systems

• Upgrading water treatment plant

Water for regional towns and communities



What we heard so far
• Water supports economic activity in 

many sectors – particularly tourism 
and iconic and emerging agricultural
business

• Industry demands for water are 
shifting away from predominately 
rain-fed crops

• Competition for water greatest during 
low-flow period of spring

• Over-extraction and sea level rise 
may lead to saline intrusion

Water for the region’s economic prosperity
Challenges
• No new licences available for surface 

water extraction
• Limited data on water use and 

patterns

Options

• Reuse of treated wastewater for 
intensive horticulture

• Improved data collection on water 
use

• Policy reviews, such as high flow 
conversion licences and harvestable 
rights



What we heard so far

• Community wellbeing: Water 
supports wellbeing and connection to 
Country

• Incorporating traditional 
knowledge: Aboriginal people want a 
greater role in water management 
decision making

• Improving access to cultural water: 
Aboriginal people want better 
information on how to access their 
legal water rights

Water for Aboriginal people

Options

• To be developed in collaboration with 
Aboriginal communities as the 
strategy progresses



Water for the region’s environment

What we heard so far 

• The region has a number of threatened 
or vulnerable aquatic species

• Competition for water during low flows 
is affecting river health

• Land use practices – past and present 
– are affecting water quality

• Freshwater flows are important to 
healthy estuaries

• In-stream structures are impeding fish 
passage

Challenges

• Major rivers are under hydrologic stress
• Limited data to guide decision making

• Shifts in agriculture are exacerbating water health 
concerns

Options

• Sustainable extraction limits and high-flow licence
conversions

• Long term water plans to ensure healthy waterways

• Modifying or removing system constraints to 
improve fish passage

• Catchment and habitat restoration projects
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• Not all options will be progressed. 

• They will be assessed and 
prioritised.

• We want your views on:
• Which options you support
• Which options you do not 

support
• Any options we may have 

missed

• There are 36 draft options:
• 6 are location specific

• 29 apply generally across the 
region

• 22 have also been identified for 
the Draft Far North Regional Water 
Strategy

• 1 existing government commitment
• Notes and welcomes feedback on 

the option for an inland diversion 
scheme in the draft Border Rivers 
Regional Water Strategy

Prioritising options
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 Release of a ‘what we heard’ 
report

 Detailed analysis of options

 Development of the Final 
North Coast Regional Water 
Strategy

 Community consultation and 
feedback sessions across the 
region:
 Coffs Harbour – 20th April
 Grafton – 21st April
 Kempsey – 22nd April
 Armidale – 28th April

 Submissions close on 16 May 2021

Next steps
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Thank you
To contact us
regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au

For more information please visit
www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-programs/regional-water-strategies

mailto:Regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au
http://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-programs/regional-water-strategies
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